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Abstract—In this paper we aim to automatically discover high
quality frame-level speech features and acoustic tokens directly
from unlabeled speech data. A Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizer
(MAT) was proposed for automatic discovery of multiple sets
of acoustic tokens from the given corpus. Each acoustic token
set is specified by a set of hyperparameters describing the
model configuration. These different sets of acoustic tokens carry
different characteristics for the given corpus and the language
behind, thus can be mutually reinforced. The multiple sets of
token labels are then used as the targets of a Multi-target
Deep Neural Network (MDNN) trained on frame-level acoustic
features. Bottleneck features extracted from the MDNN are then
used as the feedback input to the MAT and the MDNN itself
in the next iteration. The multi-granular acoustic token sets and
the frame-level speech features can be iteratively optimized in the
iterative deep learning framework. We call this framework the
Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizing Deep Neural Network (MAT-
DNN). The results were evaluated using the metrics and corpora
defined in the Zero Resource Speech Challenge organized at
Interspeech 2015, and improved performance was obtained with
a set of experiments of query-by-example spoken term detection
on the same corpora. Visualization for the discovered tokens
against the English phonemes was also shown.
Index Terms—acoustic tokens, unsupervised learning, DNN,
HMM
I. INTRODUCTION
IN the era of big data, huge quantities of raw speechdata is easy to obtain, but annotated speech data remain
hard to acquire. This leads to the increased importance of
unsupervised learning scenarios where annotated data is not
required, such as Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection
(QbE-STD). With the dominant paradigm of automatic speech
recognition (ASR) technologies being supervised learning [1],
such a scenario is still a relatively less explored area.
This paper focuses on the unsupervised learning scenario
without any annotated data, with a goal to produce alternative
representations of the raw speech signal that better describe the
characteristics of the underlying unknown linguistics. Today
the two most popular forms of speech signal representation
are either a sequence of real-valued frame-level feature vectors
(like Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) or spec-
trogram), or a sequence of discrete tokens (like words or
phonemes). The former may be obtained in an unsupervised
way, but usually only carrying relatively primitive information;
the latter may be more related to the semantics, but usually
only obtainable with supervised approaches requiring anno-
tated data. Likewise, the initial effort of zero resource speech
processing technologies primarily focused on extracting either
frame-level features [2]–[9] or discrete tokens [10]–[16] out
of a given corpus.
For the task of unsupervised discovery of discrete acoustic
tokens, most effort discovered only one level of phone-like
acoustic tokens. However, it is well known that multiple
levels of tokens exist in speech with varying lengths, such
as phones, syllables, words and phrases. We call this the
Temporal Granularity of the token sets in this work. On
the other hand, it is also well known that multiple levels
of acoustic token representations exist in speech such as
speaker-independent phonemes, gender-dependent phonemes,
and speaker dependent phonemes are examples of different
ways of clustering the acoustic units. We call this the Phonetic
Granularity of the token sets in this work. In our previous
work [14], [15], we proposed the concept of a granularity
space, in which the temporal and phonetic granularities men-
tioned above are simply two dimensions, and every token
representation for a given corpus is simply mapped onto
a point in this space. Different token representations based
on token sets mapped to different points on the granular-
ity space were shown to carry complementary information
describing the characteristics of the language behind when
jointly considered. This was the first time the concept of
multi-dimensional granularity space was introduced for un-
supervised token discovery. These multiple sets of acoustic
tokens based on the granularity space [14], [15] were trained
using approaches under the unsupervised Gaussian Mixture
Model-Hidden Markov Model (GMM-HMM) framework. In
recent years, deep learning approaches have been applied in
almost all speech processing tasks. It is therefore natural to
believe that the unsupervised approaches discussed here can
also be benefited by deep learning approaches. However, the
Deep Neural Network (DNN) is a discriminative model and
is more difficult to be applied to the unsupervised scenario
here. This implies we need a completely novel deep learning
framework for such unsupervised scenario, and this is exactly
the topic of this paper.
Recently, we proposed a new concept along the direction
mentioned above to discover multiple acoustic token sets over
the granularity space with a deep learning framework [17], and
iteratively learn the frame-level signal representations and the
acoustic tokens from a corpus iteratively. To our knowledge
this was the first time these two representations were jointly
learned and optimized in a single framework under the zero
resource scenario. This framework was presented in the paper
as a recursive iterative learning between a Multi-granular
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Acoustic Tokenizer (MAT)1and a Multi-target Deep Neural
Network (MDNN). The Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizer
(MAT) was used to generate multiple sets of acoustic tokens,
each specified by a point on the granularity space representing
a specific HMM configuration referred to as a level. The
different levels of the tokens carry complementary knowledge
about the corpus and the language behind [14], thus can be
further mutually reinforced [15]. The multi-granular token
labels generated by the MAT were then used as the training
targets of a Multi-target Deep Neural Network [18] (MDNN)
to learn the frame-level bottleneck features [19] (BNFs). These
BNFs were then used as the feedback input to both the MAT
and the MDNN in the next iteration. The whole framework
was referred to as a Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizing Deep
Neural Network (MAT-DNN).
A Zero Resource Speech Challenge was organized in Inter-
speech 2015 [20] considering the extreme situation where a
whole language has to be learned from scratch from a given
corpus [21]–[24], which was very close the scenario described
here. In the Challenge, a whole set of evaluation metrics
and training corpora were defined and organized into two
tracks. Track 1 was about evaluating the frame-level speech
features, while Track 2 was about the discovering of word-like
tokens from the corpus. In both tracks the defined evaluation
metrics are more general considering all different aspects
without specifying any applications. In the paper, we used the
evaluation metrics and corpora defined by the challenge in our
experiments for easier comparison of results. In addition, we
chose query-by-example spoken term detection to demonstrate
that the discovered frame-level features and acoustic tokens
work well in a real applications.
In this work, we further extend [17] by providing more ex-
perimental data, adding new comparisons with other baselines,
and performing two additional visualization experiments. In
the explanation of the proposed approach, we added a detailed
description of the initialization of the token sets. For the
experiments on the metrics defined by the Challenge, we added
new results and compared our results with other participants
of the Challenge that were not available at the time of
submission of [17]. For the spoken term detection experiments,
we added the comparison of our unsupervised systems with
supervised phoneme recognizers on 4 different languages, and
offered visualization of the performance of tokens for different
granularities. We also performed visualization experiments on
tokens with different granularities by mapping the discovered
tokens to words or phonemes on the TIMIT training set.
The rest of the work is organized in the following order.
The proposed approach is presented in Section II, with ex-
perimental setup in Section III. The experimental results are
described in Section IV, with concluding remarks in Section
V.
1In [17], the Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizer was called the Multi-
layered Acoustic Tokenizer.
II. PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Overview of the proposed framework
The overall framework of the proposed approach is shown
in Fig1. In the left part, the Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizer
(MAT) produces many sets of acoustic tokens, each describing
some aspects of the given corpus. Every token in a set is
modeled by an HMM trained in an unsupervised way. Each
set of the tokens is referred to as a level specified by a set
of two hyperparameters ψ = (m,n) describing the HMM
configurations: the number of states m in each acoustic token
HMM, and the total number of distinct acoustic tokens n
during initialization. We will show in Section II-B3 that these
hyperparameters correspond to strong physical meanings.
Each set of acoustic tokens for each configuration is obtained
by iteratively optimizing the token models (HMMs) and the
token labels on the given audio corpus, as shown in the left part
of Fig. 1. Multiple sets of the hyperparameters ψ = (m,n)
were selected to produce multi-granular token labels for the
given audio corpus to be used as the training targets of the
Multi-target Deep Neural Network (MDNN) on the right part
of Fig. 1, in which the knowledge carried by different token
sets on different levels are fused. Bottleneck features are then
extracted from this MDNN. In the first iteration, some initial
frame-level acoustic features (such as MFCCs) are used for
both the MAT and the MDNN. This gives the first set of
bottleneck features. These bottleneck features are then used as
the feedback to both the MAT (to replace the initial acoustic
features) and the MDNN (to be concatenated with the initial
acoustic features to produce tandem features) in the second
iteration. Such feedback can be continued iteratively. The
complete framework is referred to as Multi-granular Acoustic
Tokenizing Deep Neural Network (MAT-DNN). The output of
the MDNN (bottleneck features) is the discovered frame-level
features and evaluated with the metrics defined in Track 1 of
the Challenge, while the acoustic token labels at the output
of the MAT are evaluated with the metrics defined in Track 2
of the Challenge. Both the acoustic tokens and frame-level
features are then further evaluated in a real application of
query-by-example spoken term detection task.
B. Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizer(MAT)
1) Unsupervised Token Discovery for Each level of MAT:
The Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizer (MAT) in the left
part of Fig. 1 is presented in this subsection. In the set
of hyperparameters ψ = (m,n) used to define the HMM
configuration for a level of token models, m is the number
of states per model and n is the number of distinct models.
The goal here is to obtain multiple sets of acoustic tokens in
a completely unsupervised way from a given audio corpus,
each defined by a set of hyperparameters ψ = (m,n). It is
straightforward to discover acoustic tokens from the corpus
for a chosen hyperparameter set ψ = (m,n) that determines
the HMM configuration [11]–[13], [25]–[28]. On each level or
for each set of ψ = (m,n), this can be achieved by first finding
an initial label set W0 based on a set of assumed tokens for all
features in the corpus X as in (1) [13]. Then in each iteration
t the HMM parameters θψt can be trained with the label set
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Fig. 1. The proposed framework of Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizing Deep Neural Network (MAT-DNN)
Wt−1 obtained in the previous iteration with EM algorithm
based on maximum likelihood criterion as in (2), which is
exactly the same as the supervised training of HMMs except
based on the label set Wt−1 rather than the real annotations.
The new label set Wt can then be obtained by token decoding
with the obtained parameters θψt using Viterbi algorithm as in
(3). This process is also described in [6], [12].
W0 = initialization(X), (1)
θψt = argmax
θψ
P (X|θψ,Wt−1), (2)
Wt = argmax
ω
P (X|θψt ,W ). (3)
The superscript ψ on the model parameter set θψ indicated
there is a distinct set of parameters for each ψ = (m,n).
The training process can be repeated with enough number of
iterations until a converged set of token HMMs is obtained.
The processes (2), (3) are respectively referred to as token
model optimization and token label optimization in the left
part of Fig. 1.
2) Initialization: We obtain the initial labels in (1) in a
top-down fashion by first breaking each utterance into word-
like segments based on the discontinuities in a parameter
evaluated from energy and MFCC features. For each word-like
segment, we further divide it into subword-like segments in the
following way. (a) We extract the acoustic features and (b)
perform a watershed transform on the filtered self-similarity
dotplot [29] on the acoustic features of each hypothesized
word-like segment. Watershed transformation is able to capture
the regions and their borders in a gray scale image [30].
So, the intersections of the diagonal entries of the dotplot
with the region borders are taken as the boundaries between
subword-like segments. An example dotplot and its watershed
transform including the hypothesized subword-like segment
boundaries is shown in Fig. 2. (c) We then extract an average
representative feature vector for every hypothesized subword-
like segment, and perform global k-means clustering on these
representative vectors obtained from the whole corpus. A
subword-like token ID is then assigned to each cluster. A
distinct sequence of consecutive subword-like tokens for word-
like segments then defines a word-like token. In this work we
are only interested in the subword-like token sequence so for
every utterance the sequence of word-like tokens are further
Fig. 2. An example dotplot of a word-like segment and its watershed
transform in the initialization of the label set W0.
flattened into a subword-like token sequence. The corpus is
thus represented by its initial subword-like token sequence W0.
3) Granularity Space of Multi-granular Acoustic Token
Sets: The process explained above can be performed with
different HMM configurations, each characterized by the
hyperparameters ψ = (m,n): the number of states m in
each acoustic token HMM, and the total number of distinct
acoustic tokens n during initialization. The token labels of
an utterance can be considered as a temporal segmentation
of the signal, so the HMM length (or number of states
in each HMM) m represents the temporal granularity. The
set of all distinct acoustic tokens can be considered as a
segmentation of the phonetic space, so the total number n
of distinct acoustic tokens represents the phonetic granularity.
This gives a two-dimensional representation of the acoustic
token sets in terms of temporal and phonetic granularities as in
Fig. 3. Different points in this two-dimensional space in Fig.
3 correspond to acoustic token configurations with different
model granularities, carrying complementary knowledge about
the corpus and the language. Although the best selection of
the hyperparameters in the above two-dimensional space in
general is not known, we can simply select M temporal gran-
ularities (m = m1,m2, ...,mM ) and N phonetic granularities
(n = n1, n2, ..., nN ), forming a two-dimensional array of
M ×N hyperparameter pairs in the granularity space.
C. Mutual Reinforcement(MR) of Multi-granular Tokens
Mutual Reinforcement (MR) is intended as a replacement
of the initialization step when multiple token sets are present.
After given the initialization in Eq. (1), each acoustic token
3
Fig. 3. Model granularity space for HMM configurations
set for a different granularity (m,n) is trained independently
with Eq. (2), and Eq. (3). We called this the Multi-granular
Acoustic Tokenizer (MAT). Because each acoustic token set
is trained independently without any ground-truth label, they
may be susceptible to small variations in the acoustic features.
Mutual Reinforcement intends to remove such errors from
individual token sets by comparing and fusing the information
obtained from different token sets and serve as a replacement
for initialization in Eq. (1). Once Mutual Reinforcement is
complete, each acoustic token set for a different (m,n) setting
is trained independently with Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), as shown in
Fig. 4 (a) where we draw an arrow back to the MAT. We now
explain the details in Fig. 4, including token boundary fusion
and LDA-based token label re-initialization as in Fig. 4 (a).
1) Token Boundary Fusion: Fig. 4 (b) shows the token
boundaries when a part of an utterance is segmented into
acoustic tokens on different levels with different hyperpa-
rameter pairs ψ = (m,n). We define a boundary function
bm,n(j) on each level with ψ = (m,n) for the possible
boundary between every pair of two adjacent frames within
the utterance, where j is the time index for such possible
boundaries. On each level bm,n(j) = 1 if boundary j is a
token boundary and 0 otherwise. All these boundary functions
bm,n(j) for all different levels are then weighted and averaged
to give a joint boundary function B(j). The weights consider
the fact that smaller m or shorter HMMs generate more
boundaries, so those boundaries should weight less. The peaks
of B(j) are then selected when the second derivative of
B(j) is below a threshold set empirically. This gives the new
segmentation of the utterance as shown at the bottom of Fig.
4 (b).
2) LDA-based Token Label Re-initialization: As shown
in Fig. 4 (c), each new segment of signals obtained above
(between two new boundaries found by B(j)) usually consists
of a sequence of acoustic tokens on each level based on the
tokens trained on that level. We now consider all the tokens
on all the different levels as different “pseudo-words”, so we
have a vocabulary of M
∑N
i=1 ni “pseudo-words”, i.e., there
are ni “pseudo-words” for the i-th phonetic granularity and
there are a total of M temporal granularities. A new seg-
ment here is thus considered as a document (bag-of-“pseudo-
words”) composed of “pseudo-words” (tokens) collected from
all different levels. Latent Dirichlet Allocation [31] (LDA)
can then be performed for topic modeling, and then each
document (new segment) is labeled with the most probable
topic. A sequence of such segments thus becomes a sequence
of IDs of the most probable topic, which we treat as the new
sequence of tokens. Because in LDA a topic is characterized
by a word distribution, here a topic or token distribution across
different levels obtained with LDA may also represent an
acoustic characteristic, or a new acoustic token. By setting the
number of topics in LDA as the number of distinct tokens n
(n = n1, n2, ..., nN ) in the hyperparameters ψ = (m,n) as in
subsection II-B3, we have a new set of n tokens obtained for
each n. Each of these new tokens corresponds to an LDA topic.
This new set of tokens thus gives a new set of initial labels W0
as in (1) of subsection II-B1. This process is repeated for the
number of topics being n1, n2, ..., nN . These N segmentations
become the new initial label in Eq (1) of the M ×N sets of
relabeled acoustic tokens. All M acoustic token sets with the
same phonetic granularity share the same initialization. The M
temporal granularities for each phonetic granularity ni slowly
diverge in the training of Eqs (2), (3).
Fig. 4. Mutual Reinforcement(MR) of multi-granular tokens: (a) block
diagram, (b) token boundary fusion, and (c) a new segment considered as a
document (bag-of-“pseudo-words”) and a token as a “pseudo-word” in LDA-
based token label re-initialization.
D. The Multi-target DNN (MDNN)
As shown in the right part of Fig. 1, token label sequence
from a level (with hyperparameters ψ = (m,n)) is a valid
target for supervised framewise training, although obtained in
an unsupervised way. In the initial work here, we simply take
the token label rather than the HMM state as the training target.
As shown in Fig. 1, there are M × N sets of multi-granular
token labels with different hyperparameters ψ = (m,n) for
each utterance offered by MAT on the left, so we jointly
consider all M × N sets of multi-granular token labels by
learning the parameters for a single DNN with a uniformly
weighted cross-entropy objective at the output layer. As a
result, the bottleneck feature (BNF) extracted from this DNN
automatically fuse all knowledge about the given corpus and
the language behind from the different sets of acoustic tokens.
E. Iterative Learning with MAT-DNN
Once the bottleneck features (BNFs) are extracted from
the MDNN in iteration 1, they can be taken as the input to
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the MAT on the left of Fig. 1 replacing the initial acoustic
features. The MAT then generates updated sets of multi-
granular token labels and these updated sets of multi-granular
token labels can be used as the updated training targets of
the MDNN. The input features of the MDNN can also be
updated by concatenating the initial acoustic features with
the newly extracted BNFs as the concatenated features. This
iterative process can be repeated. The concatenated feature
used as the input of the MDNN can be further augmented
by concatenating unsupervised features obtained with other
approaches such as the Deep Boltzmann Machine [32] (DBM)
posteriorgrams, Long Short-Term Memory Recurrent Neural
Network [33] (LSTM-RNN) autoencoder bottleneck features,
and i-vectors [34] trained on MFCC. Although different from
the conventional recurrent neural network (RNN) in which the
recurrent structure is included in the backpropagation training,
the concatenation of the bottleneck features with other features
in the next iteration in MDNN is a kind of recurrent structure
where the information propagates between the MAT and the
MDNN.
F. Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection
Spoken Term Detection usually refers to the task of finding
all occurrences of the test query from a target audio corpus.
When the query is also spoken, the task is referred to as query-
by-example spoken term detection. With the multi-granular
acoustic tokens obtained above, we have many sets of tokens
each defined by a hyperparameter set ψ = (m,n), and the
query-by-example spoken term detection can be performed as
follows.
Let {pr, r = 1, 2, 3, .., n} denote the n acoustic tokens in the
set defined by ψ=(m,n). We first construct a distance matrix
S of size n × n off-line for every token set ψ = (m,n), for
which the element S(i, j) is the distance between any two
token HMMs pi and pj in the set,
S(i, j) = KL(i, j). (4)
The KL-divergence KL(i, j) between two token HMMs in (4)
is defined as the symmetric KL-divergence between the states
based on the variational approximation [35] summed over the
states.
In the on-line phase, we perform the following for each
entered spoken query q and each document (utterance) d in
the target corpus for each token set ψ = (m,n). Assume for
a given token set a document d is decoded into a sequence of
D acoustic tokens with indices (d1, d2, ..., dD) and the query
q into a sequence of Q tokens with indices (q1, ..., qQ). We
thus construct a matching matrix W of size D ×Q for every
document-query pair, in which each entry (i, j) is the distance
between acoustic tokens with indices di and qj as in (5), where
S(i, j) is defined in (4),
W (i, j) = S(di, qj). (5)
A simplified example for D = 6 and Q = 3 is shown in Fig.
5. We then perform token-level DTW on this matching matrix
W by summing the distance between token pairs along the
optimal path and return the minimal distance as the distance
between document (utterance) d and query q on the considered
level of tokens with hyperparameter ψ = (m,n). Because it
is not known which level with ψ = (m,n) is more useful,
we simply sum the distances over all the M ×N levels, and
the knowledge collected from tokens on different levels will
be complementary to each other. This sum is used to rank the
documents (utterances) for the query.
Note that in this approach we are simply matching the token
sequence in q with that in an utterance d without knowing
exactly which words are spoken in q and d. The matching is
performed completely on the token level rather on the word
level, so supervised ASR is not needed. Also matching on the
token level requires much less computation than on the frame
level.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Setup of MAT-DNN
The MAT-DNN framework presented above allows flexible
configurations, but here in the preliminary experiments we
trained the MAT-DNN in the following manner. We set m =
3, 5, 7, 9 states per token HMM and n = 50, 100, 300, 500
distinct tokens in the MAT, which gave a total of 16 levels
(m = 11, 13 were added in some tests as mentioned below).
In the first iteration, we used the 39 dimension MFCC
with energy, delta and double delta as the initial acoustic
features for the input to both the MAT and the MDNN. We
concatenated 4 frames before and after (39x9 dimensions),
and an i-vector (400 dimensions) trained on the MFCCs as
the input of the MDNN. The topology of the MDNN was
set to be 751(input)-256(hidden)-256(hidden)-39(bottleneck)-
(target) with 3 hidden layers. We kept the dimensionality of
the bottleneck features and all considered features to be 39 for
a fair comparison. For the Deep Boltzmann Machine(DBM)
[36], we used the 39-dimension MFCCs with a window of 5
frames before and after as the input. The configuration we
used for the DBM was 429(visible)-256(hidden)-256(hidden)-
39(hidden). We also extracted another set of LSTM-RNN
autoencoder bottleneck features but found the performance
was slightly worse than MFCCs.
In the second iteration, we concatenated the original
MFCCs, the bottleneck features (BNF) extracted from the
first iteration, and the DBM posteriorgrams, all with 4 frames
before and after, and the i-vector forming a 1453 (39 × 9 +
39×9+39×9+400) dimension input to the MDNN. We used
the updated token labels as the target and extracted the BNF
Fig. 5. Token-level DTW over the matching matrix WT for a simplified
example with D = 6 and Q = 3.
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as the features. The two corpora used in the Zero Resource
Speech Challenge were used here for easier comparison of
results: the Buckeye corpus [37] (14137 utterances) in English
and the NCHLT Xitsonga Speech corpus (4058 utterances) in
Tsonga. The MAT was trained using the zrst [38], a python
wrapper for the HTK toolkit [39] and srilm [40] for training
unsupervised HMMs with varying model granularity. The i-
vectors were extracted using Kaldi [41]. The MDNN was
trained using Caffe [42].
B. Evaluation Metrics for Discovered Features and Tokens
The evaluation metrics defined by the Zero Resource Speech
Challenge of Interspeech 2015 [20] were used in this work.
For evaluating the discovered frame-level features, the min-
imum pair ABX task [43], [44] was used to measure the
discriminability between two sound categories as in Track
1 of the Challenge. For evaluating the discovered tokens in
Track 2 of the Challenge, a total of seven evaluation metrics
were defined: Normalized Edit Distance (NED), Coverage,
Matching F-score, Grouping F-score, Type F-score, Token F-
score and Boundary F-score [20].
C. Evaluation of Query-by-Example Spoken Term Detection
We further tested the proposed approach with a real appli-
cation: query-by-example spoken term detection. In this task,
the user gives a spoken query, and the system is supposed to
return a ranked list of spoken documents that contain the query.
The documents in the list are ranked by the relevance scores
evaluated between the spoken query and each of the document
(utterance) in the target corpus. This returned document list is
then compared to the ground truth document list using the
standard metric for retrieval: Mean Average Precision (MAP)
[45], [46]. This task of spoken term detection allows both the
obtained frame-level features and the discovered tokens to be
evaluated in a single framework. For frame-level features, we
can perform the frame-level DTW [47] between sequences of
features obtained by the MAT-DNN for the query and each
spoken document; for the discovered tokens we can decode
both the spoken query and each document in the target corpus
into sequences of acoustic tokens, and then perform token-
level DTW as explained in section II-F.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental results for the proposed approaches are re-
ported in this section.
A. Quality of the Frame-level Feature in Metrics of Track 1
The evaluation was based on the ABX discriminability test
[43] defined for Track 1 of the Challenge [20]. The results
in error percentage (the lower the better) are listed in Table
I. The first two columns are for the English corpus while the
next two columns are for the Tsonga corpus defined by the
Challenge, both including across speaker and within speaker
tasks.
Rows (1) and (21) are the official baseline (MFCC fea-
tures without delta and double delta) and the official topline
TABLE I
FRAME-LEVEL SPEECH FEATURE QUALITY IN THE METRICS (ABX ERROR
PERCENTAGES) OF TRACK 1 OF THE CHALLENGE FOR THE LANGUAGES
ENGLISH AND TSONGA, BOTH INCLUDING ACROSS SPEAKER AND WITHIN
SPEAKER TASKS. THE BEST FIGURE FOR EACH METRIC IS SHOWN IN
BOLD.
Method dim English Tsongaacross within across within
(1) Baseline 13 28.1 15.6 33.8 19.1
(2) MFCC 39 28.6 15.9 30.8 16.3
(3) DBM posterior 39 26.0 15.7 29.2 16.2
(4) BNF-1st, MR-0 39 26.8 16.0 26.5 15.5
(5) BNF-1st, MR-1 39 23.9 14.6 22.0 13.4
(6) BNF-1st, MR-2 39 24.5 14.9 22.1 13.3
(7) BNF-2nd, MR-0 39 26.6 16.3 26.2 15.1
(8) BNF-2nd, MR-1 39 24.5 15.1 23.3 13.9
(9) BNF-2nd, MR-1* 39 23.0 15.1 22.7 15.2
(10) BNF-2nd, MR-2* 39 23.2 14.7 23.3 14.3
(11) BNF-1st, MR-1,64 64 23.2 14.5 21.9 13.3
(12) BNF-1st, MR-1,128 128 23.0 14.5 21.9 13.3
(13) BNF-1st, MR-1,256 256 21.9 14.0 21.4 12.8
(14) LSTM autoencoder 50 36.1 23.9 34.3 20.5
(15) MAT-LSTM 39 23.2 14.8 24.0 14.7
(16) Thiollie`re et al. [48] 100 17.9 12.0 16.6 11.7
(17) Renshaw et al. [7] 100 21.1 13.5 19.3 11.9
(18) Badino et al. [49] 64 26.3 17.3 23.6 14.1
(19) Chen et al. [50] 385 16.3 10.8 17.2 9.6
(20) Baljekar et al. [51] 26 29.8 18.4 29.7 18.1
(21) Topline 16.0 12.1 4.5 3.5
(supervised phone posteriorgrams) provided by the Challenge
respectively. Row (2) is our baseline of the MFCC features
with delta and double delta, the initial acoustic features used to
train all systems in this work. We can see our baseline is very
close to the baseline provided by the Challenge. Row (3) is for
the Deep Boltzmann Machine (DBM) posteriorgrams extracted
from the MFCC of row (2), serving as a strong unsupervised
baseline, which is clearly better than row (2) in all cases. The
results in rows (4), (5) and (6) are for the bottleneck features
extracted in the first iteration (BNF-1st) of the MAT-DNN
without applying Mutual Reinforcement (MR) (MR-0, row
(4)), applying MR once (MR-1, row (5)), and twice (MR-
2, row (6)) respectively. Rows (7) and (8) are trained in a
similar way to rows (4) and (5) with MR not applied and
applied once, except the bottleneck features were extracted in
the second iteration of the MAT-DNN (BNF-2nd) and the MAT
was trained using the BNF of row (5). Row (9) is similar to
row (8), except in the input of the MDNN only concatenation
of the BNF of row (5) and the i-vectors was used. Row (10)
is similar to row (9), except the training targets of the MDNN
were those obtained with two iterations of MR. Row (11), (12)
and (13) is similar to row (5), except we use a wider bottleneck
layer with 64, 128, 256 dimensions instead of 39. Row (14)
is the performance of the 50 dimension bottleneck feature
extracted from a (39×9 input)-(50 hidden)-(50 bottleneck)-
(50 hidden)-(39×9 target) LSTM-RNN autoencoder. Row (15)
is the performance of the 39 dimension bottleneck feature
extracted from a (39+400 input)-(256 hidden)-(256 hidden)-
(39 bottleneck)-(Multi-target) LSTM-RNN classifier, where
the “Multi-target” uses the same mult-granular acoustic token
set in row (5). Row (16) to (20) are the performance of the
systems for by participants of the Challenge [20].
All the features from row (2) to (10) are confined to 39
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Fig. 6. Quality of discovered acoustic tokens in metrics of Track 2 for (a) English and (b) Tsonga. Each subgraph is for an evaluation measure, including four
sections from left to right for four cases of token sets as marked at the bottom. The four bars in each group for a value of m are for n = 50, 100, 300, 500
from left to right (not shown in the figure) and ψ = (m,n) are parameters for the token sets. Blue, yellow and white bars correspond to better, equal to or
worse as compared to the JHU baseline offered by the Challenge listed at the upper left corner of each subgraph.
dimensions for fair comparison. We observe that as a stand-
alone feature extractor without any iterations, the MAT-DNN
in row (5) outperformed the DBM baseline in row (3) signifi-
cantly. The effect of Mutual Reinforcement can be seen in the
improvement from rows (4) to (5), (6) and rows (7) to (8).
We observe that a single iteration of Mutual Reinforcement is
enough to bring huge improvement, while the second iteration
did not improve as much. In other words, the Mutual Rein-
forcement is quite capable in fusing knowledge from all other
levels of tokens, so a single iteration was enough to saturate
the performance improvement that can gained from using
information from other token sets. The effect of iterations in
the MAT-DNN can be seen by comparing rows (2), (5), (8),
respectively corresponding to 0, 1, and 2 iterations. Although
the performance improvement from row (2) to row (5) is
notable, the performance dropped in the second iteration in (8).
To investigate reasons of this performance drop, we widened
the bottleneck features to 64, 128 and 256 dimensions in rows
(11), (12), (13) and observed a dramatic improvement. It is
possible that we have not yet explored the full potential of the
MAT-DNN. For a better tuned set of parameters, improvement
in the following iterations may be expected. To answer the
question how crucial the Multi-granular objective is to the
feature extraction, in row (15) we replaced the DNN in Fig.
1 with a LSTM-RNN to predict the same multi-granular
targets as in row (5). Although the performance is not as
great as row (5), by comparing row (15) to (14), we get a
conclusion that the Multi-granular objective contributes more
to the performance than the network structure.
When compared to the results in rows (16) to (20) from the
participants of the Challenge, rows (15), (16), (18) seem to
perform better, but the systems in rows (16), (17) and (19) had
much larger feature dimension than rows (2) to (10). Although
rows (11) to (13) have comparable dimensions and perform
worse than (16), (17), and (19), their dimension was only
increased in the last step of the MDNN in the bottleneck layer.
The focus of this work is to propose a method to iteratively
learn both the features and the tokens with a target application
and to visualize the results. In this work, we took the metrics
of the Challenge as a reference point rather than an objective.
It is definitely interesting to tune the many parameters here,
but this is beyond the scope of this work.
B. Quality of the Acoustic Tokens in Metrics of Track 2
Track 2 of the Challenge defined a total of seven evaluation
metrics [54] describing different aspects of the quality of the
acoustic tokens discovered. Except for Coverage and NED
whose values are indicators of the system characteristic rather
than the system performance, the higher the value the better for
the other five metrics. Except for Coverage, the other six scores
are shown in the six subfigures in Fig. 6 (a) for English and (b)
for Tsonga. We omit Coverage here because with our approach
Coverage is always 100% in all cases. In each subfigure, the
results for four cases are shown in four sections from left
to right, corresponding to the four sets of tokens obtained
in MAT after the first and second iterations of MAT-DNN
(marked by TOK-1st or TOK-2nd) with MR performed or not
(MR-0,1,2). The corresponding bottleneck features for them
are those listed in rows (4), (5), (6) and (8) of Table I. These
are marked at the bottom of each section. For each of these
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THREE TYPICAL EXAMPLE TOKEN SETS (A)(B)(C) SELECTED OUT OF ALL SHOWN IN FIG. 6 WITH THE JHU BASELINE OFFERED BY
THE CHALLENGE, THE SYSTEMS PROPOSED BY RA¨SA¨NEN ET AL. [52], AND LYZINKI ET AL. [53] IN TERMS PRECISION (P), RECALL (R), AND F-SCORE
(F). THOSE BETTER THAN JHU BASELINE ARE IN BOLD.
Lan System NED Cov Matching Grouping Type Token BoundaryP R F P R F P R F P R F P R F
(1) JHU Baseline 21.9 16.3 39.4 1.6 3.1 21.4 84.6 33.3 6.2 1.9 2.9 5.5 0.4 8.0 44.1 4.7 8.6
(2) Proposed (A) 87.5 100.0 1.4 0.5 0.8 3.6 18.7 6.0 4.2 11.9 6.2 8.3 15.7 10.9 35.2 84.6 49.8
English (3) Ra¨sa¨nen et al. 70.8 42.4 13.4 15.7 14.2 14.1 12.9 13.5 22.6 6.1 9.6 75.7 33.7 46.7
(4) Lyzinski et al. 61.2 80.2 6.5 3.5 4.6 3.1 9.2 4.6 2.4 3.5 2.8 18.8 64.0 29.0
(5) Topline 0.0 100.0 98.3 18.5 31.1 99.5 100.0 99.7 50.3 56.2 53.1 68.2 60.8 64.3 88.4 86.7 87.5
(1) JHU Baseline 12.0 16.2 69.1 0.3 0.5 52.1 77.4 62.2 3.2 1.4 2.0 2.6 0.5 0.8 22.3 5.6 8.9
(2) Proposed (B) 69.1 95.0 5.9 0.5 0.9 10.7 26.8 15.3 1.5 3.9 2.2 2.3 6.6 3.4 17.1 59.1 26.6
(C) 60.2 96.1 9.7 0.4 0.8 13.5 12.7 13.1 1.8 4.7 2.5 3.9 9.1 5.4 21.2 62.1 31.6
Tsonga (3) Ra¨sa¨nen et al. 36.4 94.7 10.7 3.3 5.0 2.2 6.2 3.3 2.3 3.4 2.7 29.2 39.4 33.5
(4) Lyzinski et al. 43.2 89.4 21.2 3.8 6.5 4.9 18.8 7.8 2.2 12.6 0.8 18.8 64.0 29.0
(5) Topline 0.0 100.0 100.0 6.8 12.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 15.1 18.1 16.5 34.1 49.7 40.4 66.6 91.9 77.2
sections, the three or six groups of bars correspond to different
values of m (m = 3, 5, 7 or m = 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13), while in
each group the four bars correspond to the four values of n
(n = 50, 100, 300, 500 from left to right), where ψ = (m,n)
are the parameters for the token sets. The bars in blue and
yellow are those better or equal to the JHU baseline [55]
offered by the Challenge, while those in white are worse. Only
the results jointly considering both within and across talker
conditions are shown.
From Fig. 6 (a) for English, it can be seen that the proposed
token sets performed well in Type, Token and Boundary F-
scores, although much worse in Matching and Grouping F-
scores. We see in many cases the benefits brought by MR
(e.g. (6) TOK-1st, MR-2 vs (5) TOK-1st, MR-1 in Type F-
score of Fig. 6 (a)) and the second iteration (e.g. (8) TOK-2nd
vs (5) TOK-1st in Boundary F-score of Fig. 6 (a)), especially
for small values of m. In many groups for a given m, smaller
values of n seemed better, probably because n = 50 is close to
the total number of phonemes in the language. Also, a general
trend is that larger values of m were better, probably because
HMMs with more states were better in modeling the relatively
longer linguistic units; this may directly lead to the higher
Type, Token and Boundary F-scores.
Similar observations can be made for Tsonga in Fig. 6 (b),
in which additional results for m = 9, 11, 13 are reported.
We see the overall performance seemed to be even better as
the proposed token sets performed well even in Matching F-
scores. The improvements brought by MR (e.g. MR-1 vs MR-
0), the bottleneck features (compared to JHU baseline) and the
second iteration (TOK-2nd vs TOK-1st) are better observed
here, which gave the best cases for all the five main scores.
This is probably due to the fact that more sets of tokens were
available for MR and MAT-DNN on Tsonga than English.
We can conclude from this observation that more token sets
introduced more robustness and that led to better token sets
for the next iteration. When m went up to 13, we see that for
(4) TOK-1st, MR-0 in the left section of Fig. 6 (b) almost all
metrics degraded except for Matching F-scores, but with MR-
1, MR-2 almost all the F-scores consistently increased (except
for NED) when m became larger. This suggests that MR can
prevent degradation from happening while detecting relatively
longer linguistic units.
In Table II, we selected three typical example token sets
(A), (B), and (C) out of the many proposed here in row (2),
and compared them with the JHU baseline [55] in row (1),
along with the representative results of the Challenge systems
proposed by Ra¨sa¨nen et al. [52] in row (3), Lyzinski et al. [53]
in row (4), and the supervised topline system [56] in row (5)
in terms of the seven metrics including Precision (P), Recall
(R) and F-scores (F). The three selected tokens sets are: (A):
(TOK-1st, MR-0, m = 7, n = 50) for English; (B): (TOK-2nd,
MR-1, m = 9, n = 50) and (C): (TOK-1st, MR-1, m = 13,
n = 300) for Tsonga. These three selected proposed example
sets are also marked in Fig. 6.
We first compare the proposed sets (A), (B), and (C) with
the JHU baseline. In Table II those of the proposed approaches
(A), (B), and (C) better than JHU baseline are in bold.
Regarding the NED and coverage, a better system should have
lower NED and higher coverage. A system that discovers a
lot of tokens usually has high coverage and also high NED,
because more tokens usually means more mismatches. Such
a system is said to be permissive. On the other hand a
system that only returns high confidence tokens usually has
low coverage and also low NED. Such a system is said to
be selective. Therefore NED and coverage are closely related
and have to do with the system characteristics and engineering
trade-offs. As a result, the much higher NED and coverage
scores of the proposed token sets (A), (B), and (C) suggest
that the proposed approach is highly permissive, while the JHU
baseline is highly selective. The much higher parsing scores
(Type, Token and Boundary scores), especially the Recall and
F-scores, imply the proposed approach is more successful
in discovering word-like units. However, the Matching and
Grouping F-scores of sets (A), (B), and (C) were much worse,
probably because the discovered tokens covered almost the
whole corpus, including short pauses or silence, and therefore
many tokens were actually noises. Another possible reason
might be that the values of n used were much smaller than
the size of the real word vocabulary, making the same token
label used for signal segments of varying characteristics, and
this degraded the grouping quality.
When compared to the representative results of the Chal-
lenge in row (3) for English, the NED of our proposed token
set (A) is comparable to those of Ra¨sa¨nen et al. [52] while
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having significantly higher Coverage. It did better in terms
of Token and Boundary F-scores while losing on Grouping
and Type F-scores. For Tsonga, our token sets (B), (C) did
not do better for NED and Coverage but did much better
on Grouping and Token F-score with comparable Type and
Boundary F-scores. When compared to the representative
results of the Challenge in rows (4) we see our approach
was more permissive, doing much better on token F-score,
and having similar performance on Boundary F-score on both
languages.
To summarize the comparisons, the proposed MAT-DNN is
a permissive approach that is very competitive in Token and
Boundary F-scores.
C. Unsupervised Spoken Term Detection
Separate experiments for query-by-example spoken term
detection were conducted on the two corpora used here,
English and Tsonga. For English and Tsonga, spoken instances
of 5 and 10 query words randomly selected from the data set
were used as the spoken queries to search for other instances
in the spoken archive respectively. Both the selected queries
and the corpora were first decoded as sequences of the multi-
granular tokens. The distance between the document token
sequences and query token sequence was evaluated by the
token-level DTW distance over the matching matrix as defined
in section II-F as opposed to conventional frame-level DTW.
A total of 5 collections of multi-granular token sets were
tested here, which are (TOK-1st, MR-0), (TOK-1st, MR-1),
(TOK-1st, MR-2), (TOK-2nd, MR-0), (TOK-2nd, MR-1). For
English, each collection consists of 3×4 sets of acoustic tokens
with granularity m = 3, 5, 7 and n = 50, 100, 300, 500,
so we obtained 12 scores for every query-document pair
for every collection. For Tsonga, m = 3, 5, 7, 9 and n =
50, 100, 300, 500, thus we had 16 scores for every query-
document pair for every collection. Mean Average Precision
(MAP), the higher the better, was used as our evaluation
metric.
The MAP performance for each of the five collections
of token sets over the granularity plane (m,n) is shown
in Fig. 7 (a) and (b) for English and Tsonga respectively.
The white points are the specific granularities chosen in the
experiments, ψ = (m,n), while the values around the white
points are interpolated with 2D-spline. The average, standard
deviation, maximum, and minimum values evaluated over the
12 or 16 MAP values for each token collection in Fig. 7
are further depicted in Table III. It is clear from Fig. 7 that
the performance varied over the (m,n) plane across different
tokens collections. It may be possible that the different high
performing regions in Fig. 7 have to do with the difference in
the underlying linguistic structures of the corpus. For example,
for the token collection TOK-1st, MR-1, the performance
distributions in Fig. 7 (a2) and (b2) for English and Tsonga
looked very different. In Fig. 7 (a2) for English there is a
high-performing region near 50 tokens and 7 states per token;
while in Fig. 7 (b2) the high-performing region of Tsonga is
closer to 300 tokens and 5 states per token. We can observe a
similar situation with the token collection (TOK-2nd, MR-0)
TABLE III
THE AVERAGE, STANDARD DEVIATION, MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM VALUES
OF THE MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION FOR THE SPOKEN TERM DETECTION
EXPERIMENTS FOR EVERY ACOUSTIC TOKEN COLLECTION IN FIG. 7.
Lan. token collections MAP(%)avg std max min
Eng.
(a1) TOK-1st, MR-0 7.78 4.02 17.06 2.55
(a2) TOK-1st, MR-1 8.44 3.39 15.21 2.50
(a3) TOK-1st, MR-2 8.43 2.67 13.35 4.90
(a4) TOK-2nd, MR-0 9.10 3.09 16.41 6.67
(a5) TOK-2nd, MR-1 10.63 2.31 14.96 6.10
Tso.
(b1) TOK-1st, MR-0 16.16 5.35 26.99 4.94
(b2) TOK-1st, MR-1 14.35 6.47 26.87 4.17
(b3) TOK-1st, MR-2 18.61 6.34 32.80 7.59
(b4) TOK-2nd, MR-0 21.92 5.52 32.65 8.20
(b5) TOK-2nd, MR-1 18.77 6.49 28.10 5.66
in Fig. 7 (a4) and (b4). On the other hand, for some other
token collections the performance distributions looked similar
across the two languages. For example, the token collection
(TOK-1st, MR-0), Fig. 7 (a1) and (b1) looked similar. For the
token collection (3) (TOK-1st, MR-2), Fig. 7 (a3) and (b3)
also looked similar to some degree.
The effect of MR can be observed by comparing rows (a1)
to (a2), (a2) to (a3), (a4) to (a5) for English in Table III.
Generally speaking, MR successfully reduced the variance
between the performance of the individual acoustic token sets
with different granularities ψ = (m,n) and improved the
overall and average performance. Such improvements are also
observable in Fig. 7 by comparing (a1) to (a2) and (a4) to
(a5). Although this trend is less obvious for Tsonga in Table
III, from the performance distributions in Fig. 7 (b2) to (b3),
(b4) to (b5), we see the high performing regions more or less
got smeared more evenly on the (m,n) plane. The effect of
the second iteration of the MAT-DNN can be observed by
comparing rows (a1) to (a4), (a2) to (a5), (b1) to (b4), (b2)
to (b5) in Table III as well as the corresponding performance
distributions in Fig. 7. The second iteration almost consistently
offered better performance than the first iteration. A closer
comparison of the performance distributions (a1) to (a4) and
(b1) to (b4), (b2) to (b5) of Fig. 7 reveals that although
the performance was improved, the performance distributions
produced by the second iteration look roughly similar to
that produced by the first iteration for English in Fig. 7 (a),
although not as obvious for Tsonga in Fig. 7 (b).
The results for the 5 collections of tokens shown in Fig. 7
when the 12 or 16 distances from each collection of tokens
were averaged are in rows (1) to (5) in Table IV. The benefit
of the iterative framework of Mutual Reinforcement (MR) can
be observed by comparing rows (1) to (2), (2) to (3) and (4)
to (5) (MR-0 vs MR-1, MR-1 vs MR-2). The benefit of the
iterative framework of the MAT-DNN can also be observed
by comparing rows (1) to (4) and (2) to (5) (TOK-1st vs
TOK-2nd). We then compared these results with frame-level
DTW performed on two different frame-level features: first
the conventional 39-dim MFCC or the baseline in row (6),
and then the bottleneck features (BNF-1st, MR-1) in row (7).
When comparing rows (1)-(5) to the baseline in row (6), we
see the token-level DTW were much better than the baseline
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Fig. 7. Performance distributions for Spoken Term Detection over the granularity space (m,n) for (a) English and (b) Tsonga. Every white dot represents
a chosen granularity ψ = (m,n). The values for points around are those interpolated with 2D-spline. This figure shows the performance of the individual
token set with ψ = (m,n) before they were averaged in Table IV. The details of the corresponding distribution in each image is in Table III.
frame-level DTW over MFCC in most cases, in addition
to the significantly lower on-line computation requirements.
By comparing rows (6) to (7), we observe that the features
obtained by MAT-DNN performed significantly better than the
MFCC from which they were derived. We then averaged all
token-level DTW distances in rows (1) to (5) in row (12),
and obtained better results. This shows that the information
obtained in different collections were complementary to each
other as well. We further fused the information from both
the frame-level DTW and token-level DTW by averaging all
scores in rows (1) to (7) in row (13), producing even better
results indicating frame-level and token-level information are
complementary. Here in both rows (12) and (13), the fused
scores are simply averaged without any weighting.
To provide a reference about the performance of supervised
tokens and systems, we applied the supervised phoneme
recognizers from the Brno University of Technology (BUT)
speech group [57] for four languages: English, Hungarian,
Czech, and Russian. These were supervised phoneme recog-
nizers trained with human labeled data. In other words, we
took the phonemes of these four languages as four sets of
supervised acoustic tokens, and used them in the exact same
way described in section II-F, i.e. transcribing the corpora and
the queries in English and Tsonga in terms of these four sets of
supervised tokens, and performing token-level DTW. However,
because the internal parameters of the HMM of the BUT
recognizer were not transparent to the user, the KL-divergence
distance S(i, j) in Eq. (4) can not be evaluated. These distance
values were therefore estimated in the following way. Assume
the Czech phonemes were used as supervised tokens, and the
Tsonga was used as the corpus. We used the Czech phoneme
recognizer to transcribe the Tsonga corpus and queries used
in this work into Czech phonemes. For each Czech phoneme
(the token), the percentages of the realizations of this token
whose central frames belonged to each of the ground truth
Tsonga phonemes were used to construct a feature vector with
dimentionality L, where L being the total number of distinct
phonemes in Tsonga, and the l-th component of the vector
was the percentage for the l-th Tsonga phoneme. In this way,
the distance S(i, j) in Eq. (4) of section II-F between two
tokens pi and pj could then be estimated by the cosine distance
between the feature vectors of pi and pj .
The results for the supervised tokens obtained with BUT
phoneme recognizers in English, Hungarian, Czech, and Rus-
sian as described above are respectively listed in rows (8),
(9), (10) and (11) in Table IV. To speed up the decoding
process, we used the distance obtained from frame-level DTW
of MFCC in row (6) to filter out documents with large
distances. Out of the four sets of supervised tokens, BUT
English in row (8) did by far the best on English because
these tokens were trained on a matched language while much
worse for supervised tokens trained on mismatched languages
in rows (9), (10) and (11). Note that the BUT English also
performed better on Tsonga than the BUT Hungarian, Czech
and Russian phoneme recognizers as well. Tsonga was an
unmatched language for all the 4 phoneme recognizers, so
this could suggest that BUT English was trained on corpora
with acoustic conditions that were more matched to the Tsonga
corpus.
Rows (14), (15), (16) show the results of fusing the su-
pervised results in rows (8) to (11) with the unsupervised
results in rows (1) to (7). In all cases here the scores are
simply averaged without weights. Row (14) then shows the
fused performance for supervised tokens (phonemes) when we
fused the 4 supervised results in rows (8) to (11). The fused
result in row (14) is worse than row (8) on both corpora, which
implies fusing the scores from unmatched supervised phoneme
systems may actually hurt the performance. In row (15), we
combine row (14) with our unsupervised results in row (13)
and manage to get some improvement, but on the English
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TABLE IV
SPOKEN TERM DETECTION PERFORMANCE IN MEAN AVERAGE PRECISION.
method index MAP(%)Eng. Tso.
token-level DTW
(1) TOK-1st, MR-0 12.49 19.00
(2) TOK-1st, MR-1 13.98 21.27
(3) TOK-1st, MR-2 13.42 24.17
(4) TOK-2nd, MR-0 10.37 25.58
(5) TOK-2nd, MR-1 14.51 25.44
frame-level DTW (6) MFCC 11.08 8.96
(7) BNF-1st, MR-1 13.39 28.71
supervised phones
(8) BUT English 16.76 19.85
(9) BUT Hungarian 11.67 11.62
(10) BUT Czech 10.12 10.66
(11) BUT Russian 12.77 2.54
fusion(I): (12) (1)-(5) 15.28 26.17
token+frame (13) (1)-(7) 18.01 26.33
fusion(II): (14) (8)-(11) 14.28 8.30
unsuper.+super. (15) (1)-(11) 15.72 28.28
(16) (1)-(8) 19.14 27.63
(17) (1)-(5) with dev. 17.89 26.00
fusion(III): (18) (1)-(7) with dev. 19.16 26.43
with dev. set (19) (8)-(11) with dev. 15.01 17.18
(20) (1)-(11) with dev. 19.03 26.15
(21) (1)-(8) with dev. 19.10 26.17
corpus it is still worse than the BUT English phonemes used
alone in row (8). In row (16) we fuse the results of the BUT
English phoneme recognizer in row (8) alone with the unsu-
pervised results from row (13) and get the best performance on
the English corpus, and reasonably well performance on the
Tsonga corpus. By comparing row (16) to rows (13) and (8),
we verify that the proposed unsupervised tokens and features
can be complementary to supervised phonemes. By comparing
row (16) to row (14), we can further draw the conclusion
that the improvement gain by combining a matched supervised
phoneme system with our unsupervised system can actually be
better than fusing it with other unmatched supervised systems.
In rows (17) to (21), we took the weighted average of
the results in row (12) to (16) with weights tuned on a
development query set. By comparing the results in rows (12)
to (17), rows (13) to (18), rows (14) to (19), it is possible
to achieve slightly better performance with weights tuned on
a development. By comparing rows (15), (16) to rows (20),
(21), we see row (16) is better than row (15) for English
because row (15) included the scores from three unmatched
language phones which are harmful. However, row (20) is
approximately the same as row (21), meaning lower weights
were assigned to the unmatched phones in row (20). On
the other hand, by comparing rows (16) to (21), the overall
performance can be approximately the same even without a
development set when we properly fuse unsupervised scores
with the supervised scores.
D. Visualization of Discovered Tokens on TIMIT
To gain insight regarding what the discovered tokens really
are, we applied the MAT on the TIMIT training set. We con-
figured our MAT with the granularity setting of m = 3, 5, 7, 9,
and n = 50, 100, 300, 500, with Mutual Reinforcement (MR)
performed on these acoustic tokens for up to 3 iterations MR
= 0, 1, 2, 3. In other words we trained a total of 4×4×4
= 64 acoustic token sets. For each token set we visualized the
mapping from the tokens to English phonemes/words. By the
time alignment between the realizations of the unsupervised
tokens and those for the ground truth phonemes/words, we
could show the co-occurrence of the discovered tokens and
the ground truth phoneme/words by 2D scatter plots. The
SA sentences were removed from the TIMIT training set,
so a huge proportion of words appear only once in the
corpus. In these figures, every point represented more than
100 realizations of a token on the vertical scale whose central
frame belonged to the realization of an English phoneme on
the horizontal scale. Some selected results are presented below.
The results for the token set ψ = (5, 100) and MR = 1
with respect to English words are shown in Fig. 8. Here we
selected the several words from the TIMIT training set and
listed them on the x-axis. Each point in the figure represented
4 or more realizations of a discovered token on the y-axis
whose central frame belonged to the word on the x-axis. The
tokens on the y-axis were ordered in such a way that in most
cases the tokens appearing in an English word were grouped
together. Only those tokens appearing in these selected words
are listed on the y-axis. As a result, only 42 out of the 100
were present on the y-axis. From Fig. 8, we can observe that
the mapping was quite clean, every word was represented
by a small number of tokens and words with same suffixes
share tokens, like (“another” and “brother”), (“trouble” and
“available”). We mapped the same token set used in Fig. 8
to all the English phonemes in TIMIT in Fig. 9, but here all
the 100 distinct tokens were listed. The token order on the
y-axis was again organized in such a way that distinct tokens
appearing for the same phoneme were grouped together. As a
results, the token order in Fig. 9 is different from that in Fig.
8. From Fig. 9, we can find similar patterns for some phoneme
pairs like (“s” and “z”), (“m” and “n”). This implies that the
token sets had successfully preserved the acoustic similarities
between phonemes that sound similar.
To further examine the effect of different values of m, n,
and MR, we selected several tokens sets for comparison in
Fig. 10, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. In each of these figures, we fixed
the x-axis first so the subfigures for different parameters can
be compared. The x-axis is sorted roughly based on acoustic
similarity. We then sorted the y axis of each subfigure roughly
based on the acoustic similarity so that those tokens that sound
similar were located closely. In these figures, the y-axis of the
subfigures were compressed to the same length so the general
trend can be easily observed.
In Fig. 10, we selected the token set with ψ = (5, 100)
and tracked its change over the MR iterations by comparing
it to the English phonemes. Every MR iteration is equiva-
lent to retraining the tokens from scratch using a different
initialization derived from the previous iteration. In each MR
iteration, a new set of token was generated, so the y-axis of
each subfigure corresponded to a new set of tokens. From Fig.
10, we can see that the tokens converged to a relatively similar
structure although through different number of MR iterations.
In all iterations, from Fig. 10 (a) to Fig. 10 (d) the subfigures
changed only slightly. This more or less supported our claim
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earlier that MR= 1 would suffice under most situations.
In Fig. 11, we focus the comparison on the different number
of distinct tokens n = 50, 100, 300, 500 while fixing m =
5 and MR = 1 with respect to English phonemes. In Fig.
11 (a) at n = 50, the correspondence was more confused
since there were not enough tokens to represent the 61 TIMIT
phonemes, this means the acoustic tokens were underfitting in
this situation. As we increased n to 500, the correspondence
became cleaner as overfitting began to happen. Fig. 11 depicts
the difficulty in selecting a suitable n on an unknown corpus.
In Fig. 12, we focus the comparison on the number of states
in each token HMM, m = 3, 5, 7, 9, while fixing n = 100 and
MR = 1 with respect to English words. Note that Fig. 12
(b) is Fig. 8 with the vertical scale compressed. We see with
shorter tokens at m = 3 in Fig. 12 (a), each English word was
composed of more acoustic tokens. However, as we increase
the length of the acoustic tokens by increasing m up to 9 in
Fig. 12 (d), the English words became composed of fewer
tokens. The same trend can be observed in Fig. 13, where we
sweep m = 3, 5, 7, 9, while fixing n = 500 and MR = 1.
In Fig. 14, we visualize how different acoustic tokens were
spoken by different speakers at different phonetic granularity
n. We revisit the acoustic token sets in Fig. 11 by choosing
m = 5, MR = 1 and n = 50, 100, 300, 500. This gives
a total of 4 sets of acoustic tokens. The speakers of the
TIMIT dataset was composed of female and male speakers
from 8 dialect regions in the United States of America: New
England, Northern, North Midland, South Midland, Southern,
New York City, Western, and Army Brat. 5 male and 5
female in the TIMIT dataset were randomly sampled from
each of the 8 dialect regions, giving a total of 80, arranged
on the vertical axis of Fig. 14, as marked on the left, and
indexed by s = 1, 2, ..., 80. The the horizontal axes of the
subfigures (a)(b)(c)(d) in Fig. 14 corresponds to the acoustic
tokens indexed by a = 1, 2, ..., n, n = 50, 100, 300, 500
respectively. Let cs,a denote the count of acoustic token a
spoken by speaker s. These counts were represented by a func-
tion 1 − exp (−βncs,a) which gave a normalized occurrence
between 0 and 1 shown as the intensity in the subfigures in
Fig. 14, where and βn was a normalization constant to equalize
the average intensity across the 4 subfigures. The occurrences
were normalized for the purpose of presentation. If we did not
normalize the occurrences, Fig. 14 (a) would be too bright and
Fig. 14 (d) would be too dark, and cannot be shown on the
same scale.
The acoustic tokens in the horizontal axis in each subfigure
was first sorted based on the total counts in each subfigure,∑
s cs,a, then the order was adjusted in the following manner.
Let ls be the set of all the acoustic tokens a spoken by
speaker s with cs,a exceeding a small threshold, referred to
as frequently spoken tokens for speaker s. Let Ls =
⋃s
x=1 lx,
which stands for all frequently spoken tokens counted from
speaker 1 to s. Starting with s = 1 and L1 = l1 we
examined the extra frequently spoken tokens for the next
speaker Ls+1 \ Ls (set difference, those tokens frequently
spoken by speaker s + 1, but not by speakers 1 to s). The
tokens in L1 = l1 are the first set on the horizontal axis a = 1
up to a = l1. The next set are those in L2 \ L1, followed by
L3\L2, and so on. So we simply added new tokens frequently
spoken by the next speaker one by one until s = 80. This is the
way the n tokens were sorted on the horizontal axis in the 4
subfigures. If Ls+1\Ls is an empty set, then speaker s+1 only
used the tokens frequently spoken by the previous s speakers,
which means the speaker did not have extra speaker specific
tokens. If Ls+1\Ls is not an empty set, then speaker s+1 used
extra frequently spoken tokens not frequently spoken by the
previous speakers, which implies there were speaker specific
tokens. For example, in Fig. 14 (d) for n = 500, the first white
horizontal bar at s = 1 are those tokens in L1 = l1, and the
next white horizontal bar at s = 2 are those in L2 \L1, and so
on. When new frequently spoken acoustic tokens were added
with every newly considered speaker, a concentrated white
curve was formed on Fig. 14 (c) and (d). The slope of these
curves depend on the the number of newly added frequently
spoken tokens per speaker. The steeper the curves, the fewer
extra frequently spoken tokens were added per speaker, which
implies that the newly considered speaker was more similar
to the existing speakers.
From Fig. 14, we can see that the female speaker (upper
half) and male speakers (lower half) have very different
acoustic token distributions. At smaller n in Fig. 14 (a)(b) we
see more tokens were shared by both genders, while at larger
n in Fig. 14 (c)(d), the distribution is more separated. This
implies that at larger n, the MAT discovered enough number
of tokens to make them gender dependent. A similar trend
can be observed for speaker specific information. At smaller
n in Fig. 14 (a) , the first speaker for each gender (s = 1
and s = 41) used up almost all the acoustic tokens for each
gender, so the acoustic token distributions look very similar
for all speakers in each gender. At larger n in Fig. 14 (c)(d) ,
we have more speaker specific acoustic tokens, so many newly
considered speakers added new frequently spoken tokens to the
existing frequently spoken acoustic token list and this created
the concentrated white curves that we see in the figure as
mentioned above. This implies that at higher n, the MAT
discovered speaker specific acoustic tokens. It is also worth
noting that by observing the slope for the concentrated white
curves, we can barely visualize the impact of dialect regions.
In Fig. 14 (d) for n = 500, the slope looks relatively lower at
a few transitions between dialect regions, and relatively higher
within a few dialect regions. This implies the speakers within
each dialect region are more similar to each other.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we propose an iterative deep learning frame-
work, the Multi-granular Acoustic Tokenizing Deep Neural
Network (MAT-DNN), to iteratively learn high quality frame-
level features and multi-granular acoustic token sets from a
given audio corpus in a completely unsupervised way. These
features and tokens were evaluated by the metrics and corpora
defined in the Zero Resource Speech Challenge in Interspeech
2015. We also tested the token sets and frame-level features
with a query-by-example spoken term detection task. When the
information obtained from different token sets and frame-level
features were fused in the spoken term detection experiments,
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Fig. 8. Mapping from the token set with ψ = (5, 100) and MR = 1 to
TIMIT words
Fig. 9. Mapping from the token set ψ = (5, 100) and MR = 1 to TIMIT
phonemes
good initial results were obtained. The unsupervised tokens
were competitive when compared to supervised phoneme
recognizer from four other languages on the task of STD. The
best results were obtained when we fuse the supervised and
the proposed unsupervised systems, which implies the MAT-
DNN is complementary to supervised systems. In addition, we
performed a series of visualization experiments on TIMIT to
understand what tokens with different granularities represent.
Fig. 10. Mapping from tokens to TIMIT phonemes while sweeping the
number of MR iterations from 0 to 3 and fixing m = 5 and n = 100.
Fig. 11. Mapping from tokens to TIMIT phonemes while sweeping the
number of HMMs n = 50, 100, 300, 500 and fixing m = 5 and MR = 1.
Fig. 12. Mapping from tokens to English words while sweeping the length
of token HMMs m = 3, 5, 7, 9 and fixing n = 100 and MR = 1.
We hope that these results serve as good references for future
investigations.
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